Changes in quantitative parameters of pulmonary nonsolid nodule induced by lung inflation according to paired inspiratory and expiratory computed tomography imaging.
To evaluate quantitative parameters of nonsolid nodules on paired inspiratory and expiratory computed tomography (CT) and to examine whether these parameters are sensitive to lung inflation reflected by lung volume. Thirty-three patients with 41 nonsolid nodules were included in this prospective study. Paired inspiratory and low-dose respiratory plain chest CT were performed. The volume and density of nonsolid nodule(s), both lungs, the right and left lung, and five lobes, were analyzed in inspiratory and expiratory CT scans. The ratio of expiratory to inspiratory parameters was calculated and labeled as parameter(E-I)/I. To standardize the changes in nonsolid nodule quantitative parameters, the ratio of nonsolid nodule parameter to lung parameter was also calculated. Quantitative parameters were compared between inspiratory and expiratory CT. Nonsolid nodule volumes on expiratory CT were reduced by 19.8% ± 12.9%, while the density was increased by 11.4% ± 8.8%. The volume of nonsolid nodules was significantly greater on inspiratory compared with expiratory CT (p < 0.001). The density of nonsolid nodules was significantly greater on expiratory than inspiratory CT (p < 0.001). The volume(E-I)/I was significantly greater than density(E-I)/I both in nonsolid nodules and lung. The volume(E-I)/I and density(E-I)/I of nonsolid nodules were independent of size. The density(E-I)/I of nonsolid nodule was greater in the lower lobe than that in the upper lobe (p = 0.002). Volume changes in nonsolid nodules were more sensitive than density changes in expiratory phase. The density of lower lobe nodules was more susceptible to respiration. Expiratory scanning is not recommended for quantification of nonsolid nodules and/or follow-up. • The nonsolid nodule volume on expiratory CT was reduced by 19.8% ± 12.9%. • The nonsolid nodule density on expiratory CT was increased by 11.4% ± 8.8%. • The volume (E-I)/I and density (E-I)/I of nonsolid nodules were independent of size.